We present in this paper a Bayesian CAD system for robotic applications. We address the problem of the propagation of geometric uncertainties, and horo to take this propagation into account when solving inverse problems. We describe the methodology we use to represent and handle uncertainties using probability distributions on the system's parameters and sensor measurements. It may be seen as a generalization of constraint-based approaches where uie express a constraint as a probability distribution instead of a simple equality or incqrialit y. Appropriate numerical algorithms used to apply this methodology are also described. [Jsing an example, 711e sho711 how to apply our approach by providing .simulation results asing our CAD system.
Introduction
Thc use of geometric models in robotics and CAD systems necessarily rcquires a more or less realistic modeling of the environment,. However, the validity of calci~lat~ions with these models depends on their degrec of fidelity to the real environment and the capacity of these systems to represent and take into account, possible differences between the models and reality when solving a given problem. This paper presents a new methodology based on Bayesian formalism to represent, and handle geometric uncertainties in robotics and CAD systems. For a given problem, the marginal distribution of the unknown parameters is inferred using the probability calculus. The original geometric problem is reduced to an optimizattion problem over the marginal distribution to find a solution with maximum probability. In the general case, this marginal probability may contain an integral on a large dimension space. The resolution method used to solve this integrat,ion/optimization problem is bawd on an adaptive genetic algorithm. The problem of integral estimation is approached using a stochastic Monte Carlo method. The accuracy of this estimation is controlled by the optimization process to reduce computation time.
A large category of robotic applications are instances of inverse geometric problems in presence of uncert,aint,ies, for which our method is well suitred. The proposed approach have been applied to numerous robotic applications (see [I] ) such as kinematic.. inversion for possibly redundant systems, robot and sensor calibrat,ion, parts' pose and shape calibration using sensor measurements, as well as in robotic workcell design. Experimental resultss made on the implemented CAD system have demonstrated the effectiveness and the robustness of our approach. An example of this experimentsation is presented in this paper. This paper is organized as follows. Wc first report related work. In Section 3, we present, our specification methodology, and how to obtain an optimization problem from an original geometric problem. In Section 4, we describe our numerical resolution method.
We present, an example t,o illustsrate our approach in Section 5 and give some concliisions and perspectives in Section 6.
Related work
The representation and handling of geometric uncertainties is a central issue in the fields of robotics and mechanical assembly. Since the work of Taylor [2] , in which geometric uncertaintie. were taken into account, in the manipulator planning process for the first time, numerous approaches have been proposed to model thew uncertainties explicitly.
Methods modeling the environment, using %er-tainty grids" [3] and those ,tising unTert>ain: models of motion [4] ha& been extensively used, espkcially in mobile robotics.
Gaussian models to represent geometric uncertainties and to approximate their propagation have been proposed in manipi+tors programming [5] as well as in asembly [6] . .Kalman filtering is a Bayesian recurrent, implementation of these mod& This technique has been used 'widely in robotics and vision [7] , and particularly in data fusion [SI. Gaussian model-based methods have the advantage of economy in the computation they require. However, they are only applicable when a linearization of the model is possible, and are unable to take into account inequality constraints.
Geometric constmint-based approaches [2, 91 using constraints solvers have been iised in robotic task-level programming systems. Most, of these methods do not represent uncertainties explicitly. They handle uncertainties using a least-squares criterion when the solved const,raints systems are over-determined. In the cases where uncertainties are explicitly taken into account (a3 is the case in Taylor's system)? they are described solely as inequality constraints on possible variations.
Probabilistic geometric constraints specification
In this section, we describe our methodology by giving some concepts and definitions necessary for probabilistic geometric constraints specification. We further show how to obtain an objective function to maximize from the original geometric problem.
Probabilistic kinematic graph
A geometric problem is described as a "probabilistic kinematic graph", which we define as the directed graph having a set, of n frames S = { S I , . . . , Sn) as vcrt,iccs and a set. of m edge. ; I = { , 4 i l j l , . . . , ; I i , , , j m ) , where A i k I k denotes an edge between the parent vcrtex Si, and its child Sj, and represents a probabilistic constraint, on the corresponding relative pose. We call these edgrs '.probabilistic kinematic links". A given edge 0 0 may describe: a modeling constraint, (a piece of knowledge) on the relative pose bctxecn the parent, frame and the child one, a sensor measiirement on the pose of a given en ti ty , 0 or a constraint, we wish to satisfy to solve the problTm (an .objective val)!e with a given precis i b , fcir example).
Each edge A i k j k is labled by,:
1. a probability distribution p ( Q i k j , ) where Qi,j, is the relative pose vector (6-vector) Q i k j k = (t,tytzr,ryra)T. The first three parameters of this 6-vector represent the translation, while the remaining three represent thk rotation.
, . .
2. possible eqii aliby /ineqii ali ty
These constraints represent possible geometric relationships between the two geometric entities attached to these two frames. Their shapes depend on the type of the geomehic relationship. We implement. several relationships between geometric entities in this work, such as 'points, polygonal faces, edges, spheres and cylinders. The details on eqiiality/inequalit,y constraints induced by these relationships can be found in
PI.
3. a "st,atiis~' 6-vector describing for each parameter of Q i , j , ; its role (nature) in the problem. A st,at,iis can take one of the 3 following valiics:
~Jnknoirin (denotecl X ) for paramet,ers representing the unknown variables of the problem and whose values must be found to solve the problem.
0 Free (denoted t) for parameters whose values are only known with a probability dist,ribiition.
Fixed (denoted F ) for parameters having
known fixed values that, cannot, be changed.
In the general case, the kinematic graph may contain a set, of cycles. The presence of a cycle represents the existence of more than one path between hvo vcrtice. (frames) of the graph. To ensure the geometric coherence of t,he model, the computation of the relative pose between these two frames using all p,zths must give the same value. For each cycle containing k cdgcs, we must have:
where T i j is t,hc 4 x 4 homogeneoils matrix corrcsponding to the pose vector Q i j , 14 is the 4 x 4 identity matrix and s j j E {-l,, 1) is the direction in which t,hc edge A i j has been used.
We call these additional. quality constraintss the 'kyclc-closing constraints". They are global constraint>s involving, for each cycle, all parameters it, contains. The minimal number of cycles allowing coverage of a connected graph having n vert,ic& and m edge. is p = m -n, + 1 (see [lo] ). Consequently, we obtain p cycle-closing constraints for a given problem,
Objective function
Given a probabilistic kinematic graph, we are int,crest,cd in const,ructing a marginal distribiition over the iinknown. parameters of the problem. Maximizing this dist,ribut,ion will give a solution to the problem.
To do so, we define the following sets of propositions:
0 A set, of p propositions such as:
K ; E "cycle y is closed".
0 A set, of m propositions {31k}p=l such as:,
If we denote the unknown parametxm of the problem by X , a solution to a problem is a value of X that maximizes the distribution
Kp).
For cach edge A i j , if we denote by L ; j the set of paramet& having the L status, and by X i j the parameters having the X status, we can write, using t>he probability calculus and the p cycle-closing constraints (Eq. 'I), t,he following general form:
where 4 Resolution method .
We described in the previous section how to formiilate an int,egration/opt,imization problem:
In this section, we will present the practical numerical methods we use to solve these two problems.
Numerical integration method
Domain subdivision-based methods (such as trapezoidal or Simpson methods) are often used for niimerical integration in low-dimensional spaces. However, thesc techniques are poorly adapted for highdimensional caws.
. Monte Carlo methods for numerical
Monte Carlo methods (MC) are powerful st,ochast(ic simulation tcchniqiics that, 'may be applied t,n solve-optimization and numerical int,egration problems in large dimensional spaces. Since their int,rodiiction in the physics lit,erat,iire in the .l95Os, Monte Carlo methods have been at the center of the recent, Bayesian revoliit,ion in applied statistics and related fields, including econometrics (see [I I] for example) and biometrics. Their application in other fields such as image synthesis (see [12] ) and mobile robotics (see [Iy) is more recent.
estimation

Principles
The principle of using Monte Carlo methods for mimerical integration is to approximate the integral
by estimating the expectation of thc fiinction g ( x ) under t,he distribiition p ( x ) will decrease as where c2 is the variance of 9:
and j is the expectation of 9.
This result, is one of the important. properties of Monte Carlo methods:
"The accuracy of Monte Carlo estimates is independent of the dimensionality of the integration space".
Using MC methods for our application
[!sing an MC method to estimate the integral (2) rcqiiircr; the following steps.
I . Sample a set, of N points { L ( i ) ) E l from the prior dist,ribiit,ion p ( L ) such that the sampled points rrspect, local equalit,y/inquality constzaints (i .e.
{7&)zlp have the value truc).
2. Est,imat,c the integral I ( X ) using the set {r,(i)}El of points a s foIlows.
i ( X ) =
Points sampling
The set, of N points iiscd to estimate the integral may be sampled in various ways. Since parameters pertai n i ng t o d i ffercn t, ki ncm a t k 1 inks arc i dependent, , { r,('))E1, which will be used to estimate t,hc integral.
To iipdatc a component, L i k j k (a set of parameters pcrtaining to t h e same pose vector Q i k j k ) , we must, take into acco~int~ possible dependencies bctxcen these paramet,crs. ConscqucntJy, we have to face the following two problems. 
4.2
Candidate point sampling A candidate Lfkjk is drawn from the distribution p ( L i k j k ) . If we do not, have a direct. sampling method from this distxibiit,ion at, our disposal, an indirect sampling method must, be used. In this work, we chosc to iisc a Metmpolis sampling algorithm (see [ll] ).
Candidate validity checking
Suppose we have a geometric relationship between two geometric entities E; and E j . A geomet,rical calciiliis depcnding on the type of this relationship allows checking of the const,rainb Ck(Qikjk) 5 0. Tf this constraint, is respected (i.e. p ( % ;~~I X i~j , , L i~j~) = l ) , the candidate L:k3k is accepted, otherwise it, is rejected. Figure 1 shows a Face-On-Face relationship example.
Optimization method
For our application, we chose a genetic-based algorithm. Since their introduct,ion by Holland [14] in the .1970s, these stochastic t,echniqiies have been used for niimeroiis global optimization problems, thanks tjo their ease of implementation and their independence of application fields (see [15] ). However, practical problems related to the nature of our objective function h a w t,o be faced. We propose two major improvements to the genetic algorithm (abbreviated GA) we
In the following, we will use G ( X ) to denotc t,hc objectjive fi~nct~ion p(X1311 . . -3t,K1 . . .Kp).
Narrowness of the objective function -constraints relaxation
Tn our applications, the objective function G ( X )
may have a narrow support (tohe region where the value is not, null) for very constmincd problems. The initialization of the population with random individuals from the search space may give null values of the fiinction G ( X ) for most individuals. This will make the evolution of the algorithm very slow and its behavior will be similar to random exploration.
To deal with this problem, a concept inspired from classical simulat~ed annealing algorithms consists of inuse.
tmducing a notion of "tcmperat,iire". The principle is to first, widen the support, of the function by changing t4hc original function to obtain non-null values even for configurations that, are not. permithd. To do so, we int,roduce an additional parameter we call T (for temperature) for the objective funct,ion G ( X ) . Our goal is to obtain another function @ ( X ) that, is smoother and has wider support,, with
To widen the support, of G( X ) , all clcment,ary terms (distdmtions) of this later arc widcnd, namely: ( F i ( X , C) ), where i = 1 . . . p . In the general case, inequality constraints may be more complex. Figure 2 shows the case of a Poznt-OnFacc inequality constraint for a square face.
Accuracy of the estimates -multiprecision computing
The second problem we must, face is that, only an approximation 6 ( X ) of G(X) is available, of unknown accuracy. Using a large numher of points to obtain sufficient, accuracy may be very expensive in computation t,imc, which makes tzhe use of a large number of points in the whole optimization process inappropriate.
Since the accuracy of the estimate 6 ( X ) of the objective function depends on the number N of points used for the estimation, we introduce N as an additional parameter to define a new function ~N ( X ) . Suppose we initialize and run for some cycles a genetic algorithm wit,h C?N~ (X) as evaluation function. The populat,ion of this GA is a good initializatim for another GA having e p~~ ( X ) as evaluation function with N2 > N I .
General optimization algorithm
In the following, we label the evaluation function (khe objective function) by the temperature T and the number N of points used for estimation. It will be denoted by C K ( X ) . Our optimization algorithm may be described by the following 3 phases.
I . Initialization and initial temperatme determination.
2. Reduction of temperatare to recreate the original objective function.
3.
Augmentsation of the number of points tn increase the accuracy of t,he estimates.
Initialization:
The population of the GA is initialized at, random from the search space. To minimize computing time in this initialization phase, we use a small number No of points t o estimate integrals. We propose the following algorithm as an automatic initialization procedure for the initial temperature TO, able to adapt, to the complexity of t,he problem. cedure consists of multiplying the temperature, after running t,hc GA for a given numher of cycles n.cl, by a factor N (0 < N < L). In this work, t,he value of N has been experimentdly fixed to 0.8. We can summarize the proposed algorithm as follows.
INITIALIZATION( A G ) BEGIN FOR each population[i] E
T E M P R E D U C T I O N ( A G )
.
. Augmenting the number of points: At, tihe end of the temperature reduction phase, the population may contain several possible solutions for the problem. To decide between these solutions, we must, increase the accuracy of the estimates. One approach is to miilt,iply N , after running the GA for a given number of cycles nc2, by a factor ,i 3 (a > 1) so that. the variance of the estimate is divided by ,i3:
BEGIN WHILE ( T > T.) DO
FOR i=l TO ncl DO
Run( AG)
We can describe this phase b i the following a l g e rit,hm. ( N < N,,,,,, In this section, we describe how to use oiir CAD system for concrete problems. We present, in detail a kinematics inversion problem iinder geometric uncertain tics.
N-POINTSAUGMENTATION(AG)
BEGIN WHILE
Problem description
Lsing two Stiiiibli Rx90 robot. arms with 6 rcvolute joints, we arc int,erest,cd in placing t,wo prismatic parts one against, the other. The only constraint, is that, a face of the first, part. will be in a Face-On-Fncc relationship with a face of the second.
The two arms are modeled as a set. of parts attached to each other using probabilistic kinematic links. We assume that the more significant, ~incertaint~ics arc on zero positions. The t x o parts are also attached to arms' end effectors using probabilistic kincmatic links. The added constraint, we wish to satisfy t o solve the problem is represented by a link between the two faces to place in Facc-On-Face relationship. We use for in this link 3 Gaiissians on the 3 constrained parameters f , , rz and ry with zeros as mean valiies and 0.5mm, O.Olrnd and 0.Olra.d respectively as standard dcviations. Figure 3 shows the two arms; while Figure 4 givcs .the corresponding kinematic graph.
We siippose in this example that, zero positions iincertainties of the arm on the right, of Figure 3 Table I : Some parametms summarizing the problem complexity and the system performances for this kincmatics inversion problem.
as standard deviation for Arm1 and with 0.05rad for Arm2). Our aim is to comment, qualit,at,ively on the solution obtained and to show the importance of taking unccrtlaint,ies propagation into accoiint. when choosing a soliition. Figure 5 shows the solution obtained by t,hc system. This soliidion gives a maximal precision for the rcqiiircd Focc-On-Facc relationship bacaiise:
Results
.I. Arm I (the less accurate) is coiled to minimize the propagation of t,he iincertaintks on its zero positions.
2. Rot,ation axes arc perpendicular to the common normal of the two faces. Table I summarizes the problem complexity and t,hc systrmi performances for this problem iising a PowcrPC G:3/400 machine, while Table 2 gives the strate of t,hc cycle we wish to close (the rcqiiircd Fncc-On-Face rclat,ionship) after t,hc resoliition of tlhc problem.
Discussion
This example shows how t,he proposed mcthod takes geometric iinccrt,aint,ics into accoiint, in a gcncral and homogcneoiis way. No assumptions have bccn made, cit,hcr on the iinccrt,aint,ies models (shapes of the iiscd dist,ribiit,ions), nor on t,he linearity of the model or the possibility of it. being linearized. It also shows how possiblc redundancy of the system relating t o the required task is iised t,o find the most. accurate soliition.
Conclusion and Future Research
We have presented a generic approach for geomct,.ric problems specification and resolution using a Bayesian framework. We have shown how a given problem is first, represented as a kinematic graph, and then formulated as an integration/optimization problem. For generality, no a~siimpt~ions have been made on the shapes of the dist,ribiitions or on amplitdes of 1111-certainties.
Experimental results made on oiir system have demonstratd the cffcct,ivcncss,-t,hc robiist,ncss and the homogcncit,y of representation of oiir approach. However, additional studies arc required to improve both thc inttgration and the opt,imizat,ion algorithms. For the integration problem, numerical integralion can be avoided when the integrand is a product, of gcncralized normals (Dirac's delta fiinctions 'and Gaiissians) and when the model is linear or can be linearized (crrors are small enough). The opt,imi?at,ion a1gorit)hm may also be improved by iising a local derivat,ive-bascd method after the convergence of our genetic algorithm. Futme work will aim at, allowing the iisc of high-level sensors such as vision-based ones. We arc also considering extending our system so that, it, can inchidc nongeometrical paramckrs (inertial parameters for cxample) in prohlcm specification. 
